
Global Freight Forwarding 2017
The 2017 edition of the Global Freight Forwarding report contains market size and 

forecast data, profiles of the largest forwarders, trade lane analysis, an examination of 

the technology disrupting the industry and the results of Ti’s freight forwarding survey.
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Ti acts as advisors to the World Economic Forum, World Bank, UN
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• Globally recognised and trusted brand

• Global Associate Network provides a multi-country, multi-

disciplinary and multi-lingual extension to Ti’s in-house 

capabilities

• More than fourteen years of knowledge delivery to global 
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1.1 Foreword by John Manners-Bell
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The freight forwarding sector is certainly facing a challenging time,

not least because the global economic environment has remained

volatile and difficult to anticipate. After a sustained period of

weakness, the industry enjoyed a somewhat buoyant end to the

year in 2016, with the air cargo sector in particular performing well

in the last quarter.

The forwarding sector has always dealt with uncertainty and

volatility well – that is the nature of the job. However, it also faces

longer-term, structural challenges which will prove more difficult to

deal with.

Political upheaval throughout the world has cast doubt on the

sustainability of globalisation. The ‘unbundling and outsourcing’

trend which characterised the development of trade over the past

few decades (and hence international freight forwarding) is under

threat from a host of protectionist forces, not least a hostile Trump

administration.

This is likely to have an important impact on cross-border trade.

The growing prominence of regional trade blocs, such as a TTIP

alliance shorn of the USA, will tend to favour road based transport

and, particularly in Asia, low value, low margin shipping. That,

combined with near-sourcing, driven by increasing labour costs in

Asia, will mean that products manufactured in a region will

increasingly stay within that region.

In addition, there is the looming threat of disruption from a range of

players including the giant e-commerce retailers, such as Amazon,

as well as a host of tech start-ups. Customers are increasingly

demanding real-time information, quotes and visibility, and those

that cannot or do not invest in the necessary technology will

rapidly lose their place in the market. New forwarders, unburdened

with legacy systems, are rapidly gaining ground, building their

entire customer offering around the latest technologies.

Political, economic and technological pressure will continue to

shape the industry in the coming year. One thing is certain,

whether large or small, freight forwarders will need to remain agile

if they are to flourish in an uncertain and complex world.



1.2 Key findings
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• The global freight forwarding market is estimated to

have grown by 2.7% in real terms (excluding the

impact of price and currency movements) in 2016.

However, collapsing air and sea freight rates have

seen revenues for most forwarders fall significantly.

• Sub-Saharan Africa’s freight forwarding market is

expected to grow faster in real terms than any other

region between 2016 and 2020.

• The top three air and sea freight lanes offering the best

prospects for volume growth in the next five years will

originate in Asia, according to the Global Freight

Forwarding Survey 2017, conducted by Ti.

• Supply chain professionals acknowledge the threat of

losing volume share to other parties such as carriers,

tech start-ups, Amazon etc. over the next five years. A

greater proportion of respondents expect this to occur

in air freight than sea freight.

• Freight forwarders continued to adapt their strategies

and product solutions during 2016 to cope with the

competitive pressures and market forces. Their

strategies are being increasingly shaped by

consumers’ demand for real-time information and

visibility, urging forwarders to step up their investment

in technology in order to not get left behind.

• Generally, there is little difference in gross profit

margins among large forwarders: the difference

between buy and sell rates is not where the game is

won. What really drives variation in operating profit is

everything else: staff and management quality,

overheads, technology, innovation, strategy and value-

added services etc.

• Excluding the impact of volume and rate changes, a

majority of survey respondents see margin pressures

in freight forwarding intensifying over the next five

years. 30% said they would remain about the same.

• The majority of start-up companies are looking to serve

sector incumbents, but the more ambitious could

potentially disrupt the industry.

• Several freight forwarding quotation and booking

platforms are providing an increasingly compelling

service.

• The majority of those freight forwarders to have trialled

online quotation and booking services have adopted

them for official usage.

• A profitability divide has already arisen between the

companies investing in technology and those which are

not. Artificial Intelligence will widen this divide.
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